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About This Game

Part man, part blade, all badass – he's Fist Slash, the ultimate action hero!

The evil Dr. X has a diabolical master plan: open the gates to the mysterious 'other 5d3b920ae0
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English

fist slash of ultimate fury

Fist Slash: Of Ultimate Fury is a game that I recommend because: - is a method to banish boredom - it has trading cards - it has
action - it is indie Enjoy!. I don't write reviews really, but I've got to say that anyone who was a fan of the Nimja Gaiden
gameplay and graphics should check this out. Worth the 5 dollars, in my opinion.. An awesome tribute to the classic 8-Bit
Nintendo era of games. It actually looks like it could be from the 80's which is super cool. I love that there is three different
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difficultly selections as well so any player can jump in. As goes for the controls, I had no issue what so ever when it came with
them. Everything seems to work great and the action is fast pace. Saved me from digging out my ol' NES console! 8.5/10.
TLDR: Great if you can map your controller This is like two different games. If you have a way to map the analog stick controls
to your dpad it's a great Ninja Gaiden tribute with tight controls, great music, a weenie mode for people like me and two more
difficulties for people with actual skill. If you don't have that it's a rage inducing game with horrible controls where at least half
of your deaths will be from stick movement not registering correctly. Too bad the controls aren't mappable in the game options
themselves. I've been playing the game for a couple months. The controller issue was annoying but I was able to get past levels
1-3 despite it. Then I hit level 4 and suddenly it became ragequit city. I'd play once or twice a week, use up my lives on 4-2 or
4-4's spikes thanks to movements not registering (note that I wasn't even playing on normal or hard where the spikes one-shot
you) and ragequit for a few more days. Today I set up a custom keybind profile for my controller and I immediately blasted
through all of level 4 on one life. Great game if you rebind and I'd recommend it unreservedly if it had that in the options..
Shatterhand meets Ninja Gaiden. Enough said. Superb game but. No direct input and it doesn't even read an XBOX controller. I
love the developer's work, going back as far as his days on Newgrounds, but this is the 2nd game he's released on Steam that
lacks direct input or even Xinput. So, go download a controller emulator like Xpadder or something and enjoy because despite
that foible this is a fantastic NES throwback title.
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